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Pupil premium strategy statement

This statement details our school’s use of pupil premium (and recovery premium for the 2021 to
2022 academic year) funding to help improve the attainment of our disadvantaged pupils.

It outlines our pupil premium strategy, how we intend to spend the funding in this academic year
and the effect that last year’s spending of pupil premium had within our school.

School overview

Detail Data
School name Crestwood Community School
Number of pupils in school 1405
Proportion (%) of pupil premium eligible pupils 39%
Academic year/years that our current pupil premium strategy plan
covers (3 year plans are recommended)

2021 - 2024

Date this statement was published December 2021
Date on which it will be reviewed April 2022
Statement authorised by Krista Dawkins - Headteacher
Pupil premium lead Josh Buckingham- Assistant

Headteacher
Governor / Trustee lead Jenny Parker/Ineke Henson

Funding overview

Detail 2021-2022 Amount

Pupil premium funding allocation this financial year £412,654

Recovery premium funding allocation this academic year £60,964

Pupil premium funding carried forward from previous years (enter £0
if not applicable)

£0

Total budget for this academic year
If your school is an academy in a trust that pools this funding, state
the amount available to your school this academic year

£473,618

Detail 2022-2023 Amount

Pupil premium funding allocation this financial year £436,370

Recovery premium funding allocation this academic year £129,086

Pupil premium funding carried forward from previous years (enter £0
if not applicable)

£0

Total budget for this academic year
If your school is an academy in a trust that pools this funding, state
the amount available to your school this academic year

£565,456
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Part A: Pupil premium strategy plan

Statement of intent
At Crestwood 39% of our cohort are disadvantaged pupils. We are a split-site school and the
demographic shows that there is a campus differential with 44% of pupils on our Cherbourg campus
being disadvantaged pupils and 35% of our Shakespeare campus being disadvantaged pupils. 4.6% (65
students) of the school currently have an EHCP - (national average is 4%). 57% of EHCP pupils are
disadvantaged students.

Our strategic plan identifies four key elements that influence our pupil premium strategy:

● 1.1: To continually review curriculum offer and organisation cross-phase, within subjects and
across the school to best challenge students and embed high expectations

● 1.2: To continue to review the Crestwood Learning Cycle to ensure an integrated approach to
key strategies to meet the learning needs of our students

● 2.1: To develop early identification of need and intervention to ensure personalised approaches
to inclusion

● 2.2: To continually expand our knowledge and understanding of pastoral strategies to meet the
ever changing needs of our community

Our intention is to ensure that all of our disadvantaged students can fully access the whole curriculum.
This includes removing barriers for our students in relation to literacy and to ensure that our
disadvantaged students' academic performance and outcomes are at least in line with their peers. Our
ethos also ensures that our disadvantaged students feel safe and confident so that they attend positively
seeing Crestwood as a fully inclusive school.

High-quality teaching through the embedding of our Crestwood Learning Cycle is at the heart of what we
do for all students. Ensuring staff tailor approaches to meet the needs of all students is essential but
particularly with a focus on our disadvantaged students. This has a proven impact on closing any
attainment and progress gaps for all students however, through our quality assurance, there is a priority
focus on our disadvantaged students to monitor their attainment and progress and to take appropriate
action to maximise their opportunities to be successful. We continually strive to enhance the outcomes
for all of our students however, implicit in our intended outcomes is ensuring that the academic
performance of our disadvantaged at least matches those of our non-disadvantaged students.

Closing any potential gaps that may have emerged prior and through the pandemic is part of this
strategy and allied to high-quality teaching. Targeted support through a range of strategies including the
National Tutoring Programme and through School Led Tutoring aim to address gaps thereby ensuring
our students have the knowledge and skills to perform well. We target a range of students through this
approach however, our disadvantaged students are prioritised based on their performance and need.

Bespoke subject based support strategies/activities are regularly evaluated to assess and monitor
impact. Those that have a proven track record in enhancing the academic performance of our
disadvantaged students, most notably in their Progress 8 measure, are supported through our pupil
premium strategy.

Our literacy and numeracy focus across the school ensures that our faculties and staff emphasise and
build the understanding and use of key and subject specific vocabulary. Our Drop Everything and Read
(DEAR) strategy encourages a love of reading through regular opportunities for students to read as part
of the school day. Consistency in approaches to numeracy across all faculties is a drive to enhance
numerical fluency and the application of key numerical skills across the curriculum.

It is an essential component of our strategy that we are highly informed about any potential gaps that our
students may possess. We utilise diagnostic testing to identify and close gaps for our disadvantaged
students at least in line with their peers through highly informed teaching and learning and targeted
intervention. Ongoing monitoring of student performance by our Senior Leadership Team is embedded
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into our school improvement plan. Through this process, we ensure that any student at risk of
underachieving receives targeted intervention. All faculties utilise Progress Intervention Plans (PIPs)
which are reviewed by the Senior Leadership Team throughout the year with the progress of our
disadvantaged students featuring as a priority as part of these reviews.

Our Pupil Premium strategy promotes a culture whereby all staff take responsibility for the performance
and outcomes of our disadvantaged students. Every half term a representative from each faculty meets
with our PP lead to review out strategies and monitor student progress and wellbeing.

Challenges
This details the key challenges to achievement that we have identified among our
disadvantaged pupils.

Challenge
number

Detail of challenge

1 Social and cultural capital:
Lesson observations and evaluation of our student voice feedback identifies that the
cultural capital of our disadvantaged students is an area that needs development,
particularly in relation to literacy. Whilst steps have been taken to enhance the social
and cultural capital of all students, this remains an area of focus for us to enhance this
for our disadvantaged students.

2 Academic performance:
The academic progress of our Year 11 disadvantaged students improved from -1.02 in
2018 up to -0.59 in 2019. Our P8 in 2022 after returning to full exams is -0.62 showing a
marginal decrease since the last set of exams. During the 2022 exams we had an
in-school gap between disadvantaged students and non disadvantaged students of
0.61. The Attainment 8 score for disadvantaged students was 36.52, in comparison to
44.82 for non-disadvantaged students.

The standard ‘basics’ pass rate (EM4+) for non-DA students in 2021-22 is 64% in
comparison to 47% for DA students (17% difference). The strong ‘basics’ pass rate
(EM5+) non-DA is 35% in comparison to 23% for DA students (12% difference).

Disadvantaged students will continue to be a priority for us as a school to continue to
bridge the gap in both attainment and progress.

Throughout KS3 we have implemented a new assessment policy which will allow us to
recognise and provide intervention for all students, and specifically disadvantaged
students if required.

3 Literacy and reading:
In Year 7 & 8, 23% have standardised scores in the “below average” range (below 85)
for Reading. 42% of these pupils are disadvantaged students.
In Year 7 & 8, 28% have standardised scores in the “below average” range (below 85)
for Spelling. 47% of these pupils are disadvantaged students.

Literacy and access to it continues to be a barrier for students in our school whether
they are disadvantaged or not. Lockdown has compounded this particularly among our
disadvantaged students as it has limited their access to literature and books. This is
something we are beginning to see change, with an increase in books being taken from
the library by all students and participation in reading competitions up by 35% for
disadvantaged students.

Our analysis identifies that our cohorts over the 2019/20, 2020/21, 2021/22 and 2022/23
academic years have entered our school with a reading age at less than their
chronological age.
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Summer 2022’s data was as follows:
Year group level. End of September 2021 to End of June 2022:
- Year 7 have made 11 months progress (10:09 - 11:08)
- Year 8 have made 2 years 2 months progress (09:07 - 11:09)
- Year 9 have made 2 years 6 month progress (10:01 - 12:06)

Disadvantaged:
- Year 7 have made 7 months progress (10:04 - 10:11)
- Year 8 have made 2 years 6 months progress (08:10 - 11:05)
- Year 9 have made 2 years 1 month progress (09:05 - 12:02)

Current average reading ages in January 2023 are:
Disadvantaged: Non-Disadvantaged:
7s: 10:08 7s: 10:11
8s: 11:09 8s: 11:10
9s: 11:09 9s: 12:02

Our target is to progress students to be at least in line with age related expectations by
the end of Key Stage 3, which would represent accelerated progress based on their
reading age on entry to our school.

4 Mental Health and Wellbeing:
Meeting the pastoral, emotional and mental health needs of our disadvantaged
students is a continual focus for us as a school. Our disadvantaged students can
sometimes be harder to reach and therefore as a school, we deploy additional staffing to
ensure that all students can access our provision.

5 Maximising Attendance Rates.
Current figures show a 5% attendance deficit between disadvantaged and
non-disadvantaged students. This percentage has reduced and we continue to work
hard with students and parents to increase attendance of all students.

6 Parental Engagement
Parents and carers can often find it difficult to engage with school due to barriers in
education. Crestwood must work to empower parents to support students and their
progress.

7 Student Behaviour
Due to disruption to students' education over the last few years some students have had
a lack of routine which can lead to increased behaviour issues. Work needs to be done
to ensure students have greater resilience and ability to work independently. At
Crestwood behaviour data is monitored for each year group to ensure support is put in
place for disadvantaged students if required.

8 Aspirations and KS5 application support
Students must be supported in increasing aspirations for their future.

Intended outcomes
This explains the outcomes we are aiming for by the end of our current strategy plan,
and how we will measure whether they have been achieved.

Intended outcome Success criteria
Positive Attainment/Progress Current Year 10, GCSE 2024

● FFT 50 Att 8 target for 2024 to meet or exceed 4.1 for
our disadvantaged students.

● FFT 50 P8 target for 2024 to be at least 0.0 for our
disadvantaged students.

● FFT 50 EM 5+ target for 2024 to meet or exceed 28%
for our disadvantaged students.
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● FFT 50 EM 4+ target for 2024 to meet or exceed 49%
for our disadvantaged students.

Our evaluation of the Impact of tutoring/intervention to
demonstrate a positive impact on students final grades and P8
scores within key target subjects. Evidence needs to show a
continued closing of the Disadvantaged gap.

Improve literacy and numeracy skills of
disadvantaged students

Reading ages better than chronological progress.
Spelling Age better than chronological progress.
STAR test scores identify student progress closing the gap
identified in 2021 to better than chronological progress.
GL assessments identify a closing of the gap and enhanced
performance particularly for our disadvantaged students from
the benchmark performance measure established at the start
of each academic year.
Internal QA including lesson observations, work scrutiny and
student voice recognise this improvement.

Improved attendance for disadvantaged
pupils

Disadvantaged attendance moves to within the range of
93-95% and the gap between disadvantaged and
non-disadvantaged students closes to <4%.

Minimise the level of persistent absentees (PAs) amongst
disadvantaged students. Ongoing monitoring of attendance
and intervention will be reviewed to evaluate its impact on
disadvantaged attendance levels.

Address issues that emerged during the
pandemic to achieve and sustain
improved wellbeing for all pupils,
including those that are disadvantaged.

Enhanced levels of wellbeing evidenced in a reduction in the
level of inclusion support referrals from our disadvantaged
students and their parents.

Student voice feedback also identifies positive perceptions
and position from our disadvantaged students

Improved parental engagement Sustained improvement in parental attendance to parents and
information evenings as well as regular opportunities to
triangulate communication.

Improved social and cultural capital Continue to develop further opportunities for all students to
increase their social mobility including trips and events.
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Activity in this academic year
This details how we intend to spend our pupil premium (and recovery premium funding)
this academic year to address the challenges listed above.

Teaching (for example, CPD, recruitment and retention)

Budgeted cost: £197,458

Activity Evidence that supports this
approach

Challeng
e
number(s
)
addresse
d

Utilising CAT and other standardised diagnostic
testing. Training for staff as appropriate to ensure
assessments are interpreted correctly. Standardised
tests provide detailed gap analysis for the core that can
be utilised to adjust curriculum, schemes of learning and
teaching to close these gaps. They also help identify
students that may need additional intervention/support.
The aim of these diagnostic tests is to significantly close
gaps in knowledge when it comes to progress tests at
the end of the year and to ensure students, particularly
our disadvantaged students, are more confident in the
foundations of key skills.

Why_CATs?

EEF_Diagnostic_Assessment

1 & 2

Further enhance and embed approaches to support
students reading and literacy development across
the school through:
● Independent Reading
● Guided Reading
● Vocabulary Mats
● Accelerated Leader
● SEN tutoring support

Independent Reading: All students 7-9 complete Drop
Everything and Read (DEAR) every day, meaning that
their minimum amount of minutes reading a week should
be 100 minutes if they do not read outside of this time.
Repetition of DEAR across a school week ensures
students are practising important reading skills needed
for their education and later in life. However, it also
means they were doing that through reading something
of their own choosing and regular scheduled visits to the
library ensure that students are able to select their own
books and discuss their preferences.

Guided Reading: The English department dedicates one
lesson a fortnight to ‘Word Study’ where students read
an ‘off scheme’ text and follow the Crestwood 5 Steps to
Reading to embed effective reading practice. This lesson
also allows them to go to the library and change their

Reading comprehension strategies |
Toolkit Strand | Education Endowment
Foundation | EEF

Reading Between the Lines: the
Benefits of Reading for Pleasure
“It's no exaggeration to say that reading
can transform British society…”
Department for Education

Closing the Reading Gap : Quigley,
Alex: Amazon.co.uk: Books
Disciplinary Reading
Effective Professional Development |
EEF

Closing The Word Gap Report

2 & 3
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https://www.gl-assessment.co.uk/assessments/cat4/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/public/files/Diagnostic_Assessment_Tool.pdf
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/reading-comprehension-strategies/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/reading-comprehension-strategies/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/reading-comprehension-strategies/
https://manuscritdepot.com/documentspdf/Galaxy-Quick-Reads-Report-FINAL%20.pdf
https://manuscritdepot.com/documentspdf/Galaxy-Quick-Reads-Report-FINAL%20.pdf
https://tra-resources.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/entries/document/3132/A_Society_of_Readers_-_Formatted__3_.pdf
https://tra-resources.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/entries/document/3132/A_Society_of_Readers_-_Formatted__3_.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/409409/Reading_the_next_steps.pdf
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Closing-Reading-Gap-Alex-Quigley/dp/0367276887/ref=sr_1_6?keywords=breeding+gap&qid=1637517211&qsid=262-8187473-4920002&s=books&sr=1-6&sres=B09LTF14LQ%2C1138080683%2C0465030149%2C1138730890%2CB09M13KNVD%2C0367276887%2C057860311X%2CB09M4R3QX8%2CB09LYY4HMP%2CB096LPPW17%2CB09LZ3LZKL%2C1472144473%2C0262539128%2C0367023318%2C0674237471%2C1796375438
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Closing-Reading-Gap-Alex-Quigley/dp/0367276887/ref=sr_1_6?keywords=breeding+gap&qid=1637517211&qsid=262-8187473-4920002&s=books&sr=1-6&sres=B09LTF14LQ%2C1138080683%2C0465030149%2C1138730890%2CB09M13KNVD%2C0367276887%2C057860311X%2CB09M4R3QX8%2CB09LYY4HMP%2CB096LPPW17%2CB09LZ3LZKL%2C1472144473%2C0262539128%2C0367023318%2C0674237471%2C1796375438
https://gettingitrightsometimes.wordpress.com/2021/11/01/disciplinary-reading/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/effective-professional-development#nav-download-the-guidance-report-and-poster
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/guidance-reports/effective-professional-development#nav-download-the-guidance-report-and-poster
https://global.oup.com/education/content/dictionaries/key-issues/word-gap/?region=uk&utm_medium=blog&utm_source=buddy-site&utm_team=digital&utm_campaign=WordGap2018&utm_brand=literacy&utm_content=report&_ga=2.87297368.132311249.1637515790-1286527086.1621931712
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reading book, but importantly gives them a guided
reading model.

Vocabulary Mats: At Crestwood, we aim to equip all
students with the vocabulary that they need to access
the world around them, understand texts and articulate
themselves clearly. Whilst students will learn the
meanings of most words indirectly, through everyday
experiences with oral and written language, other words
are learned through carefully designed instruction.
These are the words we are focusing on through our Tier
2 vocabulary lists in English, but also the words that we
expect faculties to teach explicitly through the Word
Map. Word maps are used to explore word etymology as
well as make connections with other words with the
same root.

SEN tutoring support: Vocabulary is further embedded
through interventions which are delivered in Learning
Support. During 1:1 or small group sessions support
assistants complete Vocabulary mats with pupils to help
them embed new terminology into their vocabulary.
Furthermore, through using the graduated approach
pupils in Year 7, 8 and 9 were selected to participate in
tutor time intervention in Learning Support. Pupils
completed literacy and numeracy programmes which
were delivered by Support Assistants, pupil progress
was tracked by using testing data from the start and end
of the interventions. The Literacy programme focused on
fluency and confidence in reading and also spelling rules
and high frequency words, allowing pupils to feel more
confident when approaching literacy across the
curriculum.=

Further develop students literacy through the use of
Accelerated Reader to diagnose gaps and target
intervention. Accelerated Reader is a targeted reading
program that is designed to assess, support and improve
students' reading abilities in Key Stage 3. The previous 2
academic cohorts 2020/21 and 2021/22 have entered
our school below age related expectations. Our aim is to
move them to be at least in line with this by the end of
Key Stage 3. Our library service level agreement with
Hampshire also supports this element of the strategy.

All staff have received training and release time to
develop and implement these approaches within their
faculty teams.

Closing the Vocabulary Gap:
Amazon.co.uk: Quigley, Alex:
9781138080683: Books
Bringing Words to Life: Robust
Vocabulary Instruction: Amazon.co.uk:
Beck, Isabel L., McKeown, Margaret G.,
Kucan, Linda, Pikulski, John J,
Silverman, Rebecca D.:
8601405872920: Books
Vocab maps and Tune In and Turn Up
maps

EEF_Research_Here
Accelerated_Reader_evidence_here

Enhance and embed approaches to support
students numeracy development across the school:
All teachers have been given a liaison to work with on
maths content in their subject. Including re-arranging
schemes/teaching to staff on consistent methods. The
aim is to see teachers trained in the importance of key
numeracy skills and not using quick tricks to make
answers.

2 & 3
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https://www.amazon.co.uk/Closing-Vocabulary-Gap-Alex-Quigley/dp/1138080683
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Closing-Vocabulary-Gap-Alex-Quigley/dp/1138080683
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Closing-Vocabulary-Gap-Alex-Quigley/dp/1138080683
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bringing-Words-Life-Second-Instruction/dp/1462508162/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=bringing+words+to+life&qid=1637516834&qsid=262-8187473-4920002&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=B00BHYG41M%2CB00XDGJ8KG%2C0718088492%2C0674729013%2CB08NWRCLGD%2C1913622363%2C034942859X%2C1138080683%2C1989025013%2C0007481004%2C0415536030%2C1737120003%2C0367747553%2C1785043439%2C1849154201%2C1472964438&srpt=ABIS_EBOOKS
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bringing-Words-Life-Second-Instruction/dp/1462508162/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=bringing+words+to+life&qid=1637516834&qsid=262-8187473-4920002&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=B00BHYG41M%2CB00XDGJ8KG%2C0718088492%2C0674729013%2CB08NWRCLGD%2C1913622363%2C034942859X%2C1138080683%2C1989025013%2C0007481004%2C0415536030%2C1737120003%2C0367747553%2C1785043439%2C1849154201%2C1472964438&srpt=ABIS_EBOOKS
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bringing-Words-Life-Second-Instruction/dp/1462508162/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=bringing+words+to+life&qid=1637516834&qsid=262-8187473-4920002&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=B00BHYG41M%2CB00XDGJ8KG%2C0718088492%2C0674729013%2CB08NWRCLGD%2C1913622363%2C034942859X%2C1138080683%2C1989025013%2C0007481004%2C0415536030%2C1737120003%2C0367747553%2C1785043439%2C1849154201%2C1472964438&srpt=ABIS_EBOOKS
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bringing-Words-Life-Second-Instruction/dp/1462508162/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=bringing+words+to+life&qid=1637516834&qsid=262-8187473-4920002&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=B00BHYG41M%2CB00XDGJ8KG%2C0718088492%2C0674729013%2CB08NWRCLGD%2C1913622363%2C034942859X%2C1138080683%2C1989025013%2C0007481004%2C0415536030%2C1737120003%2C0367747553%2C1785043439%2C1849154201%2C1472964438&srpt=ABIS_EBOOKS
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bringing-Words-Life-Second-Instruction/dp/1462508162/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=bringing+words+to+life&qid=1637516834&qsid=262-8187473-4920002&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=B00BHYG41M%2CB00XDGJ8KG%2C0718088492%2C0674729013%2CB08NWRCLGD%2C1913622363%2C034942859X%2C1138080683%2C1989025013%2C0007481004%2C0415536030%2C1737120003%2C0367747553%2C1785043439%2C1849154201%2C1472964438&srpt=ABIS_EBOOKS
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bringing-Words-Life-Second-Instruction/dp/1462508162/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=bringing+words+to+life&qid=1637516834&qsid=262-8187473-4920002&s=books&sr=1-1&sres=B00BHYG41M%2CB00XDGJ8KG%2C0718088492%2C0674729013%2CB08NWRCLGD%2C1913622363%2C034942859X%2C1138080683%2C1989025013%2C0007481004%2C0415536030%2C1737120003%2C0367747553%2C1785043439%2C1849154201%2C1472964438&srpt=ABIS_EBOOKS
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11FuVSRKCA6gtTdrpzGqB1979bPwJHu_I?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/11FuVSRKCA6gtTdrpzGqB1979bPwJHu_I?usp=sharing
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/reading-comprehension-strategies
https://www.renaissance.com/products/accelerated-reader/evidence/
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The Maths curriculum has been populated within the
scheme of learning with reasoning resources from
primary. The scheme of learning for the Learning Dojo
has also been rewritten to focus on the development of
students who are working at below Y4 level. This also
addresses issues that emerged from the Core Catch Up
Assessments.

We are also hosting termly workshops for parents to get
involved in helping their child with literacy and numeracy.
They are taught to change how they speak about maths,
and also how they can assist with fluency of maths skills,
including around the home. As well as teaching parents
basic skills required, based on their child's scheme of
learning. Building parents confidence in how they talk
about maths, as well as giving them the tools to help
with maths homework.

SEN tutoring support:
Pupils in Year 7 are screened at the start of the year.
This provides the Inclusion Support Team with a list of
pupils who fall below average range and require
additional numeracy support. Pupils were selected by
the Assistant SENCO in conjunction with the
Achievement Leader for Maths to complete tutor time
intervention in groups of 4-5. They completed a
numeracy programme which was planned with support
from the maths department and focused on the
application of key topics such as four functions, time,
worded problems and money. Pupils were also asked to
complete a survey which assessed their confidence in
maths, the aim of this was to ensure that the intervention
not only supported their academic progress but also their
confidence in their own abilities.

The DfE non-statutory KS3 guidance
has been produced in conjunction with
the National Centre for Excellence in
the Teaching of Mathematics, drawing
on evidence-based approaches:
Teaching mathematics at key stage 3 -
GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

We are currently in the process of further embedding the
Crestwood Learning Cycle (CLC) to ensure an
integrated approach that meets the learning needs of all
of our students. Through quality first teaching, a wide
range of support and intervention strategies ensure that
no child should be left behind. The Teaching and
Learning Research Group have been deployed to work
within their faculties to define and exemplify what the
CLC looks like in their area. The areas we are
specifically focusing on are practice, apply in a novel
context and review and reflect in order to raise the level
of challenge across the school. It is within the ‘Review
and Reflect’ segments that metacognitive strategies are
becoming more widely used, helping all of our students
to self-regulate and move towards independence.

Disadvantage ‘deep dive’ incorporating
lesson observations, book scrutiny and
student voice recognises the impact of
the CLC and LORIC on our
disadvantaged students.

Crestwood Learning Cycle
Metacognition and self-regulation |
Toolkit Strand | Education Endowment
Foundation | EEF

1, 2 & 3

4
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teaching-mathematics-at-key-stage-3
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teaching-mathematics-at-key-stage-3
http://crestwoodlearningcycle.rf.gd/?i=2
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/meta-cognition-and-self-regulation/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/meta-cognition-and-self-regulation/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/meta-cognition-and-self-regulation/
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Targeted academic support (for example, tutoring, one-to-one support
structured interventions)

Budgeted cost: £53,434

Activity Evidence that supports this
approach

Challenge
number(s)
addressed

Tutoring beyond lessons supports students whose
education has been most significantly impacted by the
pandemic through a range of tuition, mentoring and
school led tutoring. Whilst this is open to targeting all
students, our disadvantaged students are prioritised and
form a major part of the cohort being tutored. Students
are identified from data analysis to establish key
students. This is underpinned by our Progress
Intervention Plans (PIPs) that each faculty utilises to
monitor student performance, evaluate the impact of
teaching, identify further intervention needed and
evaluate its impact. Disadvantaged students are a
priority focus group within this process.

From the cohort of students being tutored across a
range of programmes in Key Stage 4, 57% are
disadvantaged students.

● NTP: This initiative was set up by the
government to provide catch up following
periods of schooling which might have been
missed as a result of national and local
lockdowns.

● Post-16 Students: We have x-students peer
tutoring current Year 11 students across the
core subjects. Tutoring sessions are a mix of
virtual and face to face sessions.

● Our School Led Tutoring programme currently
focuses on core catch up too. The Progress
Team works with Core Achievement Leaders to
identify key students who would benefit from 1:1
or small group provision to boost their English
Maths and Science. This provision also includes
1:1 English support for key students across all
years. NB. This element is funded through a
separate ring fenced budget.

● We offer ‘Place to learn’, which is an opportunity
for students to access the school library
between 4-7 three days a week, where
members of staff will run small group tutoring
sessions.

The school led tutoring programme is developing and
growing and responsive to data analysis. At the time of
writing we are launching our Key Stage 3 literacy
tutoring which sees 36% of the students being tutored
from our disadvantaged cohort. This is broadly in line
with the proportion of disadvantaged students from our
KS3 cohort.

All tutoring programmes are evaluated
through the schools Intervention and
Disadvantaged Report which is
reviewed by SLT and the Governing
Body. The school only funds activities
that have a proven track record of
impact on students progress. Ongoing
monitoring of academic progress data
evaluates and identifies the positive
impact of our tutoring programmes on
student progress and outcomes.

Ongoing monitoring of student
progress with our Achievement
Leaders (ALs) also identifies key
students at risk of underachieving. Our
disadvantaged students are a focus
group for part of this ongoing
monitoring and subsequent
intervention. P8 scores within the PIPs
are monitored with ALs developing
packages of intervention with the
Progress Team.

NTP: https://nationaltutoring.org.uk

In addition to our own school based
evidence, tuition is also identified
nationally as targeting specific needs
and knowledge gaps which can be an
effective method to support low
attaining pupils or those falling behind,
both one-to-one:

One to one tuition | EEF
(educationendowmentfoundation.org.u
k)
And in small groups:
Small group tuition | Toolkit Strand |
Education Endowment Foundation |
EEF

2 & 3
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https://nationaltutoring.org.uk/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/one-to-one-tuition
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/one-to-one-tuition
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/education-evidence/teaching-learning-toolkit/one-to-one-tuition
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/small-group-tuition/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/small-group-tuition/
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/evidence-summaries/teaching-learning-toolkit/small-group-tuition/
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At Key Stage 4, review of GCSE performance for our
students identified that an alternative offer was needed
to support students achieving a full spread of GCSE or
equivalent qualifications. It identified that there was a
cohort of students that would benefit from accessing an
alternative curriculum offer. In the 2020/21 academic
year an ASDAN qualification was introduced.

Analysis of our performance data confirms the impact of
the course on the outcomes of disadvantaged students.
At the time of writing disadvantaged students make up
62.5% of the cohort studying ASDAN.

Analysis of our Progress 8 data
identifies the wider impact of the
ASDAN course on students overall
progress 8 scores.

ASDAN_Evidence

2 & 5

Our school utilises app based technology to consolidate,
extend and diagnose knowledge gaps for our students
at Key Stage 4. Within English and Science, the team
utilise the Tassomai app focuses on regular daily
retrieval of knowledge, which in turn slows the "forget"
curve. With research proving that students learn and
retain more when they concentrate for short periods a
day, Tassomai has provided a platform to test student
knowledge in an interleaving manner with appropriate
spacing.The Maths faculty utilise the PiXL app which is
a student focused diagnostic web and app based
software that allows teachers and students to focus on
strengths and weaknesses. The app embeds diagnostic
assessment to individual question level analysis for
students. It provides therapy for electronic assessments
and feed forward activities for students to practise and
enhance skills and knowledge in a targeted and
focussed way. The app is responsive and adapts as
students address areas of weakness in their Maths.

Tassomai: Professor John Dunlovsky
video

Episode 5 − Learning to Learn: …

Tassomai Science Impact: here

Tassomai_Impact

Within Science and within the context
of the disruption to exams caused by
the pandemic, Disadvantaged students
that were regular users of Tassmai
achieved a P8 of over a third of a
grade higher in 2020/21. The English
team has started using Tassomai in the
2021/22 academic year.

1, 2 & 5

Wider strategies (for example, related to attendance, behaviour,
wellbeing)

Budgeted cost: £201,013
Activity Evidence that supports this

approach
Challenge
number(s)
addressed

As a school, we maintain a commitment to the emotional
support of all of our students. We have employed a
school-based counsellor who is professionally
qualified to work with young people. The pandemic has
heightened the need for students to be able to access,
explore and understand difficulties that they may be
facing. All students, irrespective of background can
access this provision. This is an ongoing commitment
maintained by our school. As is a commitment to
enhanced levels of pastoral staffing.

DFE_School_Based_Counselling 4 & 5

Through our breakfast club we ensure that students
have a safe and secure environment before school

DFE_Evaluation 1, 4 & 5
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3d73Qsr-Hm4
https://www.asdan.org.uk/secondary-schools/
https://www.tassomai.com/blog-content/2018/3/27/2017-results-how-tassomai-is-helping-students-succeed-at-gcse-science
https://www.tassomai.com/our-impact
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/497825/Counselling_in_schools.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/603946/Evaluation_of_Breakfast_Clubs_-_Final_Report.pdf
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where they can have breakfast and interact with their
peers and staff.
SATRO Business Mentors have been engaged to
provide key students in Key Stage 4 with an adult who
will act as a role model for them. Mentors have
experience of the world of work, training and commerce
which they utilise to support students with revision,
raising aspirations, engaging more positively in school
and developing communication and planning skills.

Why_SATRO?

Analysis of our progress data
identifies the impact that mentoring
has on students' overall progress 8
scores.

2, 4 & 5

Provide subject specific funding for identified projects
and activities that have a proven track record of
impacting positively on student progress and outcomes.

Projects/bids are evaluated through an application
process whereby Achievement Leaders must evidence
direct impact on academic performance for
disadvantaged students.

For example, the Maths team has funded calculators for
all Year 11 and 10 AND for Years 7 - 9 for all
disadvantaged students. Our own research confirms that
students become more familiar with their own calculator
which supports them in Maths lessons and also in their
GCSEs.

All subject specific funding is
evidence base and the impact is
evaluated and captured within the
schools Intervention Report. Only
strategies/activities that have a clear
and demonstrable impact on the
outcomes for our disadvantaged
students are funded.

1 & 2

For three nights a week, our school operates a late night
study provision to provide students with a safe
environment for them to undertake coursework and
revision. Students can access ICT equipment and also
staff offer targeted intervention sessions as part of our
Place to Learn provision. All Key Stage 4 students can
access this provision however, our student evaluation
identifies how beneficial having this is for our
disadvantaged students.

School based student evaluations are
undertaken termly.

1, 2 4 & 5

Contingency fund to support financial assistance for our
disadvantaged students for academic trips, uniform, food
and transport.

Based on our experience and within
the context of the size of our
disadvantaged cohort, we have
identified the need to set aside a
small amount of funding that can be
responsive to needs that may not be
known but arise.

1

Our Attendance Officer is a key member of staff who
works with the SLT and our Year Leaders to promote
positive attendance across the school. There is a direct
link between positive attendance and student outcomes.

DFE_Improving_Attendance 5

Total budgeted cost: £451,905

Part B: Review of outcomes in the previous academic year
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https://www.satro.org.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/school-attendance/framework-for-securing-full-attendance-actions-for-schools-and-local-authorities#attendance-officers
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Pupil premium strategy outcomes
This details the impact that our pupil premium activity had on pupils in the 2020 to 2021
academic year.

Our internal and verified Teacher Assessed Grades identified a positive progress 8 score for all students
including our disadvantaged students. Our aim for our disadvantaged strategy had been to ensure that
these students at least met expected progress. A progress 8 score of +0.16 for our disadvantaged
students was secured. The gap between the progress 8 score of disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged
students has also been on a closing trend for the last 3 years and is now at a level of -0.28.

There has been a significant closing of the gap between disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged students
across the English and Maths threshold and for 5A* - C including English and Maths and this is on a
closing 3 year trend. Our attainment 8 score for disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged has significantly
closed too to a gap of -5.89.

The gap between the attendance of disadvantaged students and the school is on a three year average of
-2.31. The gap between disadvantaged and non-disadvantaged is 4.4%. Within the context of the
pandemic the average attendance for disadvantaged attendance is 87% however, there was a significant
increase in the 2020-21 academic year. Within this context, the pandemic has led to 63% of our referrals
to pastoral support being for our disadvantaged students. Attendance continues to be a focus for our
school as we target reducing this gap further and we work with our disadvantaged students to unpick
issues raised through the pandemic.

The increase in the number of pastoral referrals from our disadvantaged students through the pandemic
highlights a need for a continued focus on the support strategies that our school utilises hence they
remain a focus in our current plan.

This details the impact that our pupil premium activity had on pupils in the 2021-22
academic year.

Since 2018, Crestwood’s progress scores have been on a strong upward trajectory, for both
disadvantaged (+0.40) and non-disadvantaged students (+0.46).

Student outcomes in 2022 for disadvantaged students showed a stabilisation of progress in comparison
to 2019, rather than the decline shown nationally.

● School P8 scores for disadvantaged students decreased by 0.03 between 2019 (-0.59) and
2022 (-0.62).

● National P8 scores for disadvantaged students decreased by 0.10 between 2019 (-0.45) and
2022 (-0.55).

Overall attendance for 2022 was 88.63%. This includes both advantaged and disadvantaged.
Advantaged attendance ended on 90.16% and disadvantaged attendance ended on 84.93%, with a
difference of 5.23%.

By the summer term of 2022, 27% of the cohort for Year 11 were disadvantaged, with 23% at the
Shakespeare campus, and 29% at Cherbourg. It is worth noting that at some point in their secondary
school career, 37% of the outgoing cohort in 2022 had been in receipt of pupil premium funding.
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Externally provided programmes
Programme Provider

Accelerated Reader in Key Stage 3 Renaissance Place
Core Assessment Tests in Year 7 GL Assessment
Reading and Spelling Tests

● WRAT 5
● NGST
● Access Reading Test

● Pearsons
● GL Assessment
● Hodder Education

Ctopp Processing Test Pearson
WIATT II Test Pearson
CAT Tests (Testwise) GL Assessment
Dyslexia Screener GL Assessment
Tassomai (English and Science) Tassomai
PiXL school subscription which includes the PiXL
Maths app

PiXL

Dr Frost Maths App Dr Frost

Service pupil premium funding (optional)
Measure Details
How did you spend your service pupil premium
allocation last academic year?

We utilise part of the Pupil Premium funding to
support enhanced pastoral staffing and also to
offer a school based counsellor that students
can access.or be referred to. This provision is
available for all students. Through ‘check-ins’
with students eligible for the service pupil
premium, our pastoral staff evaluate whether
additional support/resources are needed.

What was the impact of that spending on service
pupil premium eligible pupils?

Wellbeing of service pupil premium students was
monitored and support offered on an individual
basis when needed.

Further information (optional)
The progress of our disadvantaged students is monitored through our Progress Intervention Plans
(PIPs). Each faculty has a PIP for each subject that is used to analyse data and performance and to
review individual students' performance. Our disadvantaged students are a key group that is discussed
with subjects identifying intervention to address student underperformance. These are reviewed
throughout the year on an ongoing basis in response to the latest data collected during each academic
year. Our HIAS Lead Learning Partner and our PiXL Associate have commended this approach to
maximising student progress and outcomes.
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